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Abstract: - A highly desirable function in image retrieval is that of finding images based on their semantic 
content, for example their topic or contents. Currently there are two major image retrieval paradigms that 
attempt to provide this: text-based metadata image retrieval and content-based image retrieval. In practical 
applications, both have limitations. In this paper, we discuss an ontology-based image retrieval approach that 
aims to standardize image description and the understanding of semantic content. Ontology-based image 
retrieval has the potential to fully describe the semantic content of an image, allowing the similarity between 
images and retrieval query to be computed more accurately. 
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1   Introduction 
Images are a major information source in the real 
world, and represent features of objects like their 
color, shape and other attributes. In this paper we 
consider the problem when an end-user is faced with 
a repository of images whose content is complicated 
and partly unknown to the user. Such situations recur 
frequently when using public image databases on the 
web. Facing such a massive image repository, users 
want to find some specific images satisfying their 
requirements. Considerable research has been done 
to propose effective mechanisms for image retrieval 
based on image content. Two major paradigms are: 
text-based metadata image retrieval and 
content-based image retrieval (CBIR). 
 
1.1 Text-based Metadata Image Retrieval 
In the text metadata-based approach, image retrieval 
is based on textual descriptions about images. An 
image may be described by a natural language 
description or by a set of keywords. Corresponding to 
this description, text-based metadata image retrieval 
is implemented by matching the text metadata with 
image retrieval queries. This mechanism is relatively 
simple to implement and easy to use. The most 
obvious problem of text-based image retrieval is that 
it can sometimes provide too many redundant images 
or no image at all [2,11]:  in a real application, it is 
often the case that some images having a keyword 
will not be relevant, and that some relevant images 
will not include the same keyword.  Even if the 
accuracy of text-based image retrieval were optimal, 
text metadata is expensive to provide in terms of 
human effort, and alternative approaches are needed.  

 
    In fact, the accuracy of text metadata image 
retrieval is far from perfect. One reason is that the 
text metadata for an image is often text in natural 
language. It is very difficult to accurately extract 
exact keywords from such a representation, which 
results in inaccuracy in later retrievals. Another 
common reason for poor retrieval accuracy is that a 
user may know little about the domain, and thus can’t 
specify the most appropriate keywords for image 
retrieval.  
 
1.2 Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) 
In CBIR [3] images are retrieved without using 
externally provided metadata that describe their 
content. The descriptors used to represent images 
include visual features such as color, texture, shape, 
and spatial location. Examples of CBIR systems 
include the PicSOM system [8], QBIC [15], and 
Virage [16]. 
 
    The implementation of content-based image 
retrieval depends mainly on advanced image 
processing and pattern recognition techniques, and so 
effective content-based image retrieval is difficult to 
realize. Even assuming perfect feature extraction, the 
accuracy of retrieval result is not optimal. For 
example, two images can be very similar in color, 
size, and shape despite containing very different 
objects. Further, no amount of image processing will 
enable queries for semantic categories like 
“politician” to succeed. 
 
2    Semantic Image Annotation 



Semantic technologies like ontologies and the XML 
markup language provide tools for a promising new 
approach to image retrieval based on implementing 
semantic annotations of image content. Semantic 
image annotation focuses mainly on the description 
of image content, and tries to describe image content 
as fully as possible. Based on the resulting semantic 
content description, semantic image retrieval allows 
searching and retrieval based on image content. 
Compared with text-based metadata image retrieval 
and content-based image retrieval, ontology-based 
image retrieval is more focused on capturing 
semantic content, which has the potential to satisfy 
user requirements better. 

 
2.1 Ontology 
An ontology is a specification of an abstract, 
simplified view of the world [5]. An ontology defines 
a set of representational terms called concepts. An 
ontology can be constructed to be domain-dependent 
or generic. Generic ontologies are definitions of 
concepts in general, such as WordNet [9], which 
defines the meaning and interrelationships of English 
words. A domain-dependent ontology provides 
concepts in a specific domain, focusing on the 
knowledge in the limited area.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
    
 
 
   The implementation of an ontology is generally a 
taxonomy of concepts and corresponding relations 
[4]. In an ontology, concepts are the fundamental 
units for specification, and provide a foundation for 
information description. In general, each concept has 
three basic components: terms, attributes, and 
relations. Terms are the names used to refer to a 
specific concept, and can include a set of synonyms 
that specify the same concepts. Attributes are 
features of a concept that describe the concept in 
more detail. Finally relations are used to represent 

relationships among different concepts and to 
provide a general structure to the ontology.  

 
    Figure 1 shows an example of a simple ontology 
for the organization of an academic department. In 
this ontology example, every node is a concept 
defined about the organization. For each concept, 
there is a set of attributes used to specify the 
corresponding concept. For instance, for the concept 
“Professor”, the attributes of name, degree, and 
granting-institution are shown, and help explain the 
corresponding concept. In a complete ontology 
definition, there would of course be attributes for all 
the other concepts, including “Staff”, “Faculty”, etc. 
and there would likely be many more concepts and 
attributes.  The relations between different concepts 
are also simplified; in a real application, other types 
of concept relations might also be used.  
 
    Three kinds of relationships are generally 
represented in an ontology: “IS-A”, “Instance-Of”, 
and “Part-Of”. These relations correspond to key 
abstraction primitives in object-based and semantic 
data models [5]. “Instance-Of” relation shows 
membership between concepts, while “Part-Of” 
shows composition relationships. In this paper, we 
focus on the “IS-A” relation, which show concept 
inclusion, because the similarity comparison in our 
ontology-based image retrieval is mainly based on 
“IS-A” relations. When a concept has an “IS-A” 
relation to another concept, this means that the 
second concept is more general than the first concept. 
If concept A has relation “IS-A” to concept B, we call 
concept A a subconcept and call concept B a 
superconcept. For instance, in the ontology example 
above, the concept “Professor” has an “IS-A” 
relation to concept “Faculty”, which is a more 
general concept compared to “Professor”. Thus 
“Faculty” is superconcept to the concept  “Professor”. 
One characteristic of “IS-A” relation is that all the 
attributes of a superconcept can be inherited by its 
subconcepts. Subconcepts normally have more 
attributes than superconcepts and as a result, 
correspondingly subconcepts are more specific.  
 

The “IS-A” relation is very important in making 
similarity comparisons between a retrieval query and 
images. If we try to find an image including a 
superconcept, any image containing any of its 
subconcepts should also be considered similar in 
image retrieval. For example, if the retrieval query is 
to find an image including a faculty member, an 
image with a professor should satisfy the retrieval 
request.  

Academic Dept. 

People 
…… …… 

Professor 

StudentFaculty Staff 

-name 
-degree 
-granting-institution

-name 
-major 
-Enrollment

Figure 1: Ontology Example 



 
2.2 Semantic Annotation 
The objective of semantic annotation is to describe 
the semantic content in images and retrieval queries. 
Semantic annotation requires some understanding of 
the semantic meaning in images, and thus it currently 
requires the intervention of a human being.  Based on 
the semantic annotation of images and retrieval 
queries, we can compare their similarity.  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Example image: A discussion between a 
professor and a student. 

 
At present, a semantic annotation is typically 

implemented using a markup language such as XML 
based on a shared ontology definition. The markup 
language provides a mechanism for describing 
information in a structural way, while the shared 
ontology definition provides a standard repository of 
concepts that are available to describe the image 
content. Figure 2 is an image of a discussion between 
a professor and a student. If we base our semantic 
annotation on ontology like the example in Figure 1, 
using XML we can get the semantic annotation 
shown in Figure 3.     

 
The semantic annotation just describes who the 

people in the image are, which is confined by the 
definition of the corresponding ontology. The more 
comprehensive the ontology, the more accurate the 
semantic annotation will be. If a behavior concept 
such as “Talk” were defined in the ontology above, 
we could use it to specify what the professor and 
student are doing. Since “Student” and “Professor” 
are both concepts defined in the ontology, if we 
assume that attributes “name”, “enrollment” and 
“major” are available for the concept “student”, the 
semantic annotation shown in Figure 3 results. 

 
   Image retrieval queries can be formalized in the 
same way. Based on the shared ontology, we can 
design the query interface to use only concepts 

defined in the ontology. Together with the concepts, 
users should also be allowed to propose some 
constraints on the attributes for corresponding 
concepts. The system can then construct an XML file 
to specify the retrieval query. Using the 
formalizations for both the images and a retrieval 
query, we can compare the semantic similarity 
between each image and the user’s query. 
 
2.3 Previous work 
Some work has been done recently on the application 
of ontologies to image retrieval.  Soo et al. [14] 
described a system for retrieving Chinese cultural 
images using an ontology-based description of 
images and queries. After indexing, which is 
conducted using a three-part RDF structure, the 
system uses a simple matching algorithm to match 
these triples, and returns the image with the largest 
number of triples matched. This work focuses mainly 
on algorithms for creating an automated semantic 
annotation by parsing natural language content 
descriptions. Hyvönen et al. [13] described the 
structure of an ontology used for both images and 
queries that supplies similar images to users.  
 
The present work extends this earlier work. Like the 
earlier work, it assigns ontology instances for both 
images and queries; however, it differs in proposing a 
new model to evaluate the similarity between two 
ontological data structures.  
 
3   Ontology-based Image Retrieval 
Through semantic annotation, both images and 
retrieval queries can be formalized as XML files. In 
semantic annotation, the semantic meanings of 
images and queries are described based on a 
combination of concepts defined in an ontology. In 
image retrieval, the goal is to determine the similarity 
between images and a retrieval query. To achieve this 

<?xml version= “1.0”?> 
<?xml-stylesheet href=“img.xsl” type =“text/xsl”?> 
<image> 
   <Professor> 

<name> K.Cook</name> 
<degree>Ph.D.</degree> 
<granting-institution>Univ. of Michigan</granting-institution>

</Professor> 
<Student> 
    <name>Jane</name> 
    <major>computer science</major> 
    <enrollment>2002</enrollment> 
</Student> 

</image> 
 

Figure 3: Semantic annotation for Figure 2 



objective in ontology-based image retrieval, we 
implement similarity comparison in two steps: 
extraction of combined concept entities and 
similarity comparison between images and a retrieval 
query. 
 
3.1 Extraction of Combined Concept Entity 
Since each semantic annotation is a description based 
on the concepts in an ontology, understanding of the 
corresponding concepts is the first step needed to 
understand the whole semantic annotation. To do this, 
it is necessary first to determine what concepts are 
used to constitute a semantic annotation.  
 
    Because XML files are structural documents, it is 
easy to extract the concepts used as tags in an XML 
file. By parsing the XML files, one can get a set of 
concepts in the corresponding images or queries. 
Thus, in the example of Figure 3, we can extract the 
concepts “Student” and “Professor”. Together with 
these two concepts, we can also extract several 
attributes used to specify information about 
instantiations of these two concepts such as “name”, 
“degree”, “major”, “Enrollment”, etc. In general we 
use: CS=(c1, c2,…,cn) refer to the set of concepts used 
in the semantic annotations. ci(i= 1 … n) is one 
specific concept in this set.  
 
    In the concept set, there may be semantic 
affiliations among concepts. Some of the concepts 
actually describe attributes of another concept, for 
example in Figure 3, “name”, “degree”, and 
“granting-institution” specify attributes of the 
concept “Professor”, that might also be represented 
in the full ontology as concepts. These concepts can 
be considered to form a concept entity that represents 
a semantic unit. Therefore, concepts in the concept 
set are combined into combined concept entities 
when one serves as an attribute of another. After 
combining the attribute concepts in the concept set 
CS=(c1, c2,…,cn), a set of combined concept entities 
results: CES=(ce1, ce2,…,cem)(m<=n), here each 
cei(i= 1… m) is a combined concept entity.  
 
    In each combined concept entity, there is one core 
concept that uses other concepts to describe its 
attributes. The core concept is the theme of the 
combined concept entity, and decides what the 
combined concept entity represents. We represent a 
combined concept entity as: 

)),,(,( 21 kacacacccce K=                    (1). 
Here cc is the core concept, and aci(i=1… k) refer to 
the concepts that are attributes of the core concept. 

For example in Figure 3, we get the following set of 
combined concept entities: 
 
((Professor, (name, degree, granting-institution)), 
(Student, (name, major, enrollment))) 
 
    After the extraction of combined concept entities, 
the semantic annotation in an XML file is converted 
to a set of combined concept entities. The combined 
concept entity is the fundamental semantic unit in the 
described model of semantic annotation, and is also 
the basis for the similarity comparison between 
images and retrieval queries described in the 
following section. 
 
3.2 Similarity Comparison between Image 

and Retrieval Query 
From XML files based on a shared ontology, 
semantic annotations of images and retrieval queries 
can be derived as described above, and from them a 
set of concept entities can be extracted. Based on 
corresponding sets of combined concept entities, the 
next step is to compare the semantic similarity 
between images and retrieval queries.  
 
    Using combined concept entities, the similarity 
comparison problem can be formalized as follows: 
given two sets of combined concept entities, 
CESimage=(ceimage,1, ceimgae,2,…,ceimage,u) describing 
images and CESquery=(cequery,1, cequery,2,…,cequery,v) 
describing retrieval queries, the similarity 
Psimilarity(CESimage, CESquery) can be calculated. This 
paper focuses only on how to calculate the similarity, 
and not about how to use this rating to retrieve 
images. We believe that this depends on the specific 
application and domain, so our similarity measure is 
aimed at providing a basis for further image retrieval 
decisions.  
 
    For each combined concept entity in a retrieval 
query, a satisfaction rating Psatisfaction(cequery,i)(i=1…v) 
is introduced. This quantity specifies what proportion 
of each combined concept entities in the retrieval 
query is satisfied in each image’s set of combined 
concept entities. In addition to the satisfaction, each 
combined concept entity in a retrieval query also has 
a weight wi(i=1… v) related to it, which allows the 
user to express the retrieval priority for a concept. 
Using the satisfaction rating and retrieval weight, the 
similarity between an image and a retrieval query can 
be represented as: 

( ) ( )∑
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Here it is required that w1 + w2 +…+ wv =1, which 
can easily be achieved by normalizing any set of 
concept entities. 
 
In order to calculate the required satisfaction rating of 
each combined concept entity, we introduce a 
measure of the similarity between combined concept 
entities Psim(cea,ceb) in the following section. Based 
on this, we define Psatisfaction(cequery,j)(j=1…v) as: 

( ) ( )( )( )uicecePceP jqueryiimagesimjqueryonsatisfacti ≤=
,,,

,max . 

 
3.3 Similarity Comparison between Two 

Combined Concept Entities 
To compute the analysis above, the final problem 
needing resolution is the calculation of the similarity 
between two combined concept entities. The problem 
can be formalized as: given two combined concept 
entities, cea=(cca,(aca,1,aca,2,…,aca,p)) and 
ceb=(ccb,(acb,1,acb,2,…,acb,q)), calculate Psim(cea,ceb), 
the similarity between them. 
 
    If there is a sequence of concepts c1, c2,…,cs such 
that each ci is the subconcept of  ci+1(i=1…s), we say 
that c1 is a descendent concept of cs and cs is the 
ancestor concept of c1. Based on this definition, we 
discuss calculation of Psim(cea,ceb) in two cases, 
based on the relation of their attribute concepts 
(recall that attribute concepts are defined as 
components of a combined concept entity in 
Equation (1)). 
 
For any attribute concept acb,i(i=1…q), if there is an 
attribute concept aca,j(j<=p), such that acb,i and aca,j 
are the same concept with different values, 
Psim(cea,ceb)=0. Otherwise, we calculate Psim(cea,ceb) 
as:  
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P(acb,i)(i=1…q) is a function indicating how much of 
the attribute concept  acb,i(i=1…q) is satisfied. If 
there is an attribute concept aca,j(j<=p) such that acb,i 
and aca,j are the same concept with same value, 
P(acb,i)=1; if there is no attribute concept  aca,j(j<=p) 
such that acb,i and aca,j  are the same concept, we need 
to calculate P(acb,i) according the value domain of 
attribute concept acb,i. Because the value domain of 
different concepts should be different, calculation 
here is limited to specific attribute concept. Numa is 
the number of all the descendent concepts of cca; 

Numb is the number of all the descendent concepts of 
ccb.  
 
4 Conclusions 
In ontology-based image retrieval, both images and 
retrieval queries are represented by XML files based 
on a shared ontology that encode semantic 
annotations. By extracting the combined concept 
entity, fundamental semantic units can be extracted 
for both. Based on sets of combined concept entities, 
the mechanisms are presented to compare the 
semantic similarity between images and a retrieval 
query using concept relation “IS-A”. Compared with 
other approaches, ontology-based image retrieval 
provides better standardization of information 
descriptions and potentially allows understanding of 
semantic content. In some situation, users may be 
reluctant to use a complex interface, which is tightly 
related to complex ontologies. This work introduces 
a method to evaluate the degree to which the user's 
queries and images are similar when the user only 
provides a few simple concepts or supplies a query 
image, and to return results based on sorting of these 
similarity ratings. 
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